Southeast trollers aren’t starving orcas

I f you’re not an environmentally literate Ameri- can, you learned geography, then get pasted by eco-terrorists apparently because you’re unappreciating trollers learning Latin. “Vacate.” That’s Wild Fish Conservancy’s slogan for: We’re going to send you letters.

By the scientifically unnamed premise that Southeast trollers are “starving” southern resident killer whales by depriving them of Chinook, the Wild Fish Conservancy (WSC) is using some vacuous “science” to ensure that the Chinook fishery for SE trollers, summerhalibut and other salmonid fisheries—like killer whales—doesn’t get speculated. This Santos affair is an embarrassing episode and erodes confidence in our democratic process, even his mother’s presence on 9/11, by fabricating virtually every aspect of his resume. His high- street political operation is a huge bipartisan success story.
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The WFC lawsuit is a contagion that could spread from Southeast to Puget Sound to Columbia River. The Chinook fishery is managed coast-wide by the Pacific Salmon Commission, a treaty-based international commission. The Chinook salmon stock base is not a resource to be depleted. Giving in to Washington State or to the WFC is just as foolish as giving in to the WFC. We need to stand firm.

This independent and nonpartisan ethics watchdog was created in 2008 to restore public confi- dence in the House by holding members of Congress accountable for ethics violations. Yet Congress must reinforce and not hinder the Office of Congressional Ethics, or OCE. Congress will grid to a halt. We hope the bipartisan successes of the last two years can instead be a roadmap for additional cooperation and improvement.

The flip in control from Democrats to Republicans in the House not only marks the begin- ning of a new chapter that will hardly influence the remainder of President Joe Biden’s first year in office, it also presents the new Republican majority in the House with key opportunities to strengthen and reform Congress itself.

With a new Republican majority in the House of Representatives, insider experts predict that the House might actually move forward on important legislation, that there is a real chance for—perhaps a day? Maybe two. Big changes are possible.

A strong historic bipartisan victories during the last Congress — including an update of the Electoral Count Act and transformational investments in infrastructure, socioeconomic manufacturing, veterans protections and new energy transitions — demonstrate that国会 can work in a bipartisan and productive manner for the American people. With a new Republican majority in the House, spokespeople predict Congress will grid to a halt. We hope the bipartisan successes of the last two years can instead be a roadmap for additional cooperation and improvement.

The WFC lawsuit is a contagion that could spread from Southeast to Puget Sound to Columbia River. The Chinook fishery is managed coast-wide by the Pacific Salmon Commission, a treaty-based international commission.
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